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India re-berthed when it changed in its investments policy act in 1990s and 

starts its new paradigm by taking this economic stop. Indian policy Makers 

with opening door to foreign and privet sector’s investment, made a 

revolutionary decision to opening India’s market to investment. It bring high 

rate of economic growing for India and son after, India tastes high growing 

economic rate and put itself among the world fastest in this regard after it. 

Therefor a moving forward is shown its brightness rays for this semi-poor 

country that indicate better future for them. Moving from traditionalism to 

modernism, from poverty to development… characterise a transitional 

movement for Indian society but you can see now, sadness for poors and 

cheerfulness for riches… are together available there.  

Foreign investment and privatizing economy and joining to world’s free 

market bloc, although it  bring so many job opportunities and growing rate 

for them, but internally the distance between majority poor and the minority 

rich is became very vast and dangerously big and big, so some experts predict 

a clash between Indian poor and rich class in future gradually, when they 

became full awareness that most of Indian economic revenue goes to some 

peoples pocket directly and make them poor and poor. 

Some nation-wide private companies like Godrige, kingfisher, Mahindra, 

TCI… came to exist and today they covered Indian market and they aiming 

international market also as next step and India is going to back to its 

glorious period when in seventh century was a hub for world trading. 

Apart of Indian poor and rich community, a growing middle class community 

have been emerged since new paradigm starts. Most of them live in urban 

area and they feel a kind of satisfaction with receiving good life standard in 

between. Most of them are involving in governmental, service, education 

and industrial sectors. Using suitable accommodation, commute service, 

education and entertainment that they enjoy of it during a city style of life is 

a main character for their life. Another character of middle class is a family 



 

 

style that involves mother and father and two children. They work all the day 

and enjoy night club at night. 

Take technology as servant to lift society upward, English language as helper 

to joint to English speaking developed countries by an English Speaker 

Middle Class, help Indian economy to improve itself  well.     

But this is a fact that Indian economy nowadays is in the hand of big 

companies owners that make a privatized club with its limited billionaire’s 

members. Although Indian service and industrial sectors had been tested a 

big growing rate in its GDP, but agricultural sector is mobilizing a big rate of 

Indian society now and near 67% of Indian population live in rural area and 

most of them are active in agriculture sector. 

The most awful face of Indian economic system was shown its ugly face in 

Agrarian sector in 2007 when about 12000 agricultural engaged people, who 

committed to suicide to escape from their endless problems. A hopeless and 

helpless people that cannot find any escape opening from the situation that 

they trapped in. they are going to lose all their properties because of the 

loans that they took from the bank system and now possibility of return it 

back is zero. Land less people is another problem for a large number of the 

people who live in rural India when agricultural land is the single most 

important resource and form of property and it is not equally distributed 

among people.  

Growing India economy found itself wake and its problems came to surface 

when the Persian Gulf War was happened and need to this region’s energy 

resources that affected by war and made it very expensive, lead India to find 

new energy resources in some new area like Russia and African territories, 

now Indian oil companies are looking to give variety to Indian energy 

resource. 

Opening Indian door to overseer’s capital and its direct and indirect 

investment and also Indian activity to occupy international market in the 

shape of “call centres” as cheap service provider for developed countries like 

US and production of software for big international companies like Google 

and Yahoo… give Indian an opportunity to bring outsources money to inside, 

an amount of billions dollars that will help Indian economy to invest in 



 

 

software and became one of the a biggest software producer in the world. 

Now Bangalore and Hyderabad in south of India is very famous for these kind 

of activity in the world. 

 India is one of the important Cotton producer in the world now try to use 

this ability to change it to a usable good like cloths and became as cotton-

cloths exporter to importer countries. Although India For centuries was a 

major manufacturer and exporter of hand-made cloth, cotton based and silk 

but long colonial system changed their production style and reduce Indian 

role in this regard but colonial system open European market to Indian 

products and now European are very familiar to Indian goods and it is the 

base for occupying European market by Indian.  

The link between Indian big companies with their counterpart in developed 

countries is bringing big contracts for them and also a new market and high 

technology for them. So any big economy or industrial player in India has 

looking a partner in developed countries like the link between Indian TATA 

Company and US industries.                 

But all growing rates in Indian economy and it liberalized economy don’t 

solve all the problems and now it suffering from unemployment, poverty, 

low standard of living, illiteracy, corruption, separation movements, 

terrorism, crime, social problems… in economic sectors this liberalizing make 

so many problem for them.  

Unemployment among educated class as the film highlighted in the life of 

Miss Sima Malik a Kolkata’s girl that has Bachelor of Commerce degree with 

3$ salary per a day and addition of so many social problems that took her 

marriage opportunities. This in a problem in a big city like Kolkata that 

working and living there is a hope for a lot of Indian and you can imagine 

what is going on in about 600000 Indian villages for some girls like sima who 

suffer more problems. 

But you can see the ray of hope in the eyes of the Indian child who loves 

mathematic subjects and he hope to be a pilot in future in this films, a boy 

who suffer to have an addiction drinker father. Indian work a lot to change 

their situation and their noble leader class and civil service governmental 

class use all their efforts to gain high rate of growing and industrialize their 



 

 

country and take help from technology to improve and mobilize their 

people’s potential. So India evaluated as moving forward country that suffer 

big problem. The challenges that invite the Indian policy makers to a hard 

battlefield that nobody knows what will happened in future.  


